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SIMULTANEOUS DYNAMIC COMPENSATION OF STOPBANDS AND 
MULTIPURPOSE LOCATION OF CORRECTION LENSES IN THE CERN PS BOOSTER 

K. Schindl* 

Abstract and Introduction 

Three 3rd order stopbands, amongst them the struc- 
tural 3QV = 16 (= number of lattice periods), are com- 
pensated simultaneously for the first 100 msec of the 
acceleration cycle. The location of the correction 
multipoles was optimized for all relevant resonance 
harmonics. The ultimate QH-QV working area still 
being uncertain, all stopbands up to order four as 
well as 3rd order crossing point were considered when 
choosing the locations of the new sextupoles and octu- 
poles, eight per type and ring. A solution providing 
ideal locations for pairs of lenses applying to almost 
all harmonics was found. Experiments dealing with 
compensation of 3QV = 16 are described. With simulta- 
neous dynamic correction of 2QH+QV=l4, QH+2QV=l5 
and 3QV = 16, high intensity beams of a transverse 
density hitherto unknown in the PS Booster were ob- 
tained, 

Working points, Q-shift, stopbands concerned 

With 100 mA from the new linacl, 1.8 x 1Ol3 ppp 
have been accelerated from 50 to 800 MeV in the four- 
ring PS Booster (PSB). The betatron tunes are moved 
from (QH, Qv) = (4.23, 5.31) towards (4.17, 5.23) during 
the 0.6 s acceleration cycle, thus steering clear be- 
tween two limiting phenomena’ (Fig. 1): i) particles 
are swept over QV = 5 owing to an incoherent Q-shift 
of > 0.5, giving rise to a doubling of vertical emit- 
tance (EV) and to filling eventually the vertical PSB 
acceptance (70 TI uradm); ii) almost complete beam de- 
struction on 3QV = 16. The present “low” working 
point is hence a likely major obstacle to higher PSB 
beam density, The alternatives to avoid this restric- 
tion are: i) to move to another working area; ii) to 
employ a “high” dynamic working point in the present 
area (Fig. 1). Exploratory studies3 have shown so far 
that, in spite of 3QV = 16, the present area appears 
best suited to accommodate the beam; the combined 
effect of resonances of order 1 to 4 eliminates all 
other areas investigated. Alternative (ii) entails 
simultaneous compensation of at least 2QH + Qv = 14, 
QH + 2Qv = 15, 3Qv = 16, for the first 100 ms from 
injection. 
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Fig. 1 Dynamic working points and Q-shift (at 0, 100, 
600 ms after injection) in the PSB (5 X lo’* pp ring). 
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Although experiments showed2’4 that crossing the 
natural 4th order stopbands is barely detrimental to 
beam quality, they are nevertheless considered in what 
follows on account of side effects generated by the 
Landau damping octupoles and the uncertainty about the 
ultimate working area. In general, the beam covers up 
to seven 3rd and 4th order resonances right after RF 
trapping (largest tune spread), and their simultaneous 
compensation requires powering of at least 14 lenses. 

New multipoles: number and types 

The correction multipoles provided during Booster 
construction were conceived either for compensating 
specific stopbands in the working region 
4.0 < QH v < 5.0 originally foreseen, or as an experi- 
mental tbol in one ring, anticipating that more cor- 
rection units may be needed’. Later it was realized 
that in particular skew sextupoles would be required 
for tackling 3QV = 16, leading to a 

ii 
reject for equip- 

ping the Booster with new multipoles . The existing 
lenses were supplemented, in each ring, with 4 normal 
sextupoles (NS), 8 skew sextupoles (SS), 4 normal oc- 
tupoles (NO), 8 skew octupoles (SO). They are com- 
bined in cylinders with concentric windings: “type A” 
contains NO, SO, NS, SS, and “type B” SO, SS. A sum- 
mary of PSB correction multipoles from order 2 to 4 
is given in Table 1. 

Table 1: Non-zero harmonic correction multipoles (per 
ring): numbers, locations, strengths (in T for Normal 
and Skew Quadrupoles, - - T/m for NS, SS, T/m2 for NO, SO). 

Totals “Old” multipoles “New” multipoles 

TYPO 111 Ll a) in L3 a) 
Strength 

I” Ll a) in L4 a) 
NO. periods periods permds 

Strength 
periods 

Strength 

NQ 8 3,8,11,16 4,8,12,16 0.05 

SQ 4 2,6,10,14 0.05 

NS I3 3,8,11,16 ANY b, 2.05 4,6,9,12 2.25 

ss 8 4,6,9,12 2.3 2,6,11,12 3.0 

NO 8 3,8,11,16 85 4,6,9,12 183.5 

so f! 4,6,9,12 110 2,6,11,12 183.5 

a) Straight sections Ll: 6, s 5.7, Bv z 2.7; L3, L4: 6, -b 5.5, 8, 'L 12.5 

b) By reconnecting chromaticity sextupoles in case of necessity 

As there is no conceivable situation where all 
24 new lenses would be used at one time, 56(4 x 14) 
patchable supplies were provided. The larger number 
of multipoles and the flexibility for connecting them 
enables the user to select the best suited combina- 
tions with minimum repercussions on other stopbands. 

Criteria for locating the lenses 

General, Rather than designing a correction system 
around a given working point, all 3rd and 4th order 
resonances in the (accessible) area 4 < QH < 5, 
4 < QV < 5.5 were considered. The system is laid out 
for i) single stopband compensation (implying gairs 
of lenses with phase relationship 90’ [mod 180 ] with 
respect to the harmonic involved, whenever possible), 
ii) simultaneous compensation of any two crossing 3rd 
order stopbands. Input data and boundary conditions 
were i) total number and types of existing lenses and 
of those to be installed; ii) PSB straight section 
occupation; iii) stopband characteristics computed 
from measured magnetic fields7; iv) typical experi- 
mental data* 9 4, 

Single stopbands. A total of 54 resonances of orders 
3 and 4 are in the area considered. A simple formula 
derived from the 90’ phase-shift criterion and appli- 
cable to any machine without superperiods helps to 
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select a hundred cases out of several hundred thou- 
sand possible locations. With 

mQ, + nQ V = P (1) 

(the harmonic p ranging from -12 to +22 in the PSB), 
v the integer number of periods between any two lenses 
(supposed to be in identical lattice position), a 
phase shift of 90’ (mod 180’) is provided if 

!d-d = t (mod i], or v = !!kf&%- (2) 
P 

for p = 16 magnet periods. Note that Eq. (2) cannot 
be satisfied for IpI a multiple of eight. All other 
harmonics are readily covered by arranging four lenses 
(example: lenses in periods 2, 6, 11, 12) such as to 
dispose of lens pairs with 

distance v odd 236 4 

for harmonic IpI 4,12,20,... 2,6,10,14 .,. odd 

example : periods 11-12 6-12 2-6. 

Crossing points. No such simple rule is available for 
dealing with them. The strengths of the crossing 
stopbands ml, nl, pi and m2, nz, p2, assuming that 
both are generated by skew sextupoiar imperfections, 
are given by the cos and sin terms , fpc’, f[‘, fpc2, 
fE2, respectively. Four SS with ki lens strength per 
ampere are positioned at phases (with respect to the 
harmonic p considered) op and amplitude functions @Hi, 
@Vi, i = 19 *.*, 4. Theicurrents Ii have to satisfy 

ml/2 h/2 cos ,Pl 
klBHl b, 1 . . . a.. cos c(’ 11 f p1 

C 

klB;1:i2 $:” sin a:’ , . . , . . kQ$ij2 $ii2 sin oy’ 12 = is” 

k18;1:‘2 $;I2 cos c$’ . . . . . . kr{+ 212 n2l2 cos ap2 I3 f3,,, f p2 4 C 

k,@$’ $:” sin a:’ . . . . . , kb{ti2 $:I2 sin ut’ II, fsP2 

or {A} l : = ? , (3) 

in order to tackle both resonan$es. The determinant 
of {A) should be large to keep I small. For pl # p2, 
solutions are straightforward as equations (in gen- 
eral) are linearly independent; for p1 = pz, equations 
are linearly dependent unless the lenses are located 
at very different S-values; this situation prevails 
around the main diagonal QH = Qv, but does not apply 
to the present working area. 

Final procedure. The criteria for selecting the lens 
arrangement amongst a hundred caszs satisfying Eq. (2) 
were: i) with stopband strengths f from Ref. 7, 
choose the arsangement giving the smallest average 
lens current I for the 24 crossing points considered; 
ii) choose combinations that maximize the average 
value of the determinants [Eq. (3)]; iii) optimize on 

3Qv = 16 and related crossing points. Actually, quite 
a few good solutions were obtained, and an arrangement 
convenient also for other reasons was finally selected. 
Criterion i) leads to the choice of power supplies 
with 150 A (data in Table 1 correspond to the lens 
rating of 270 A). Having all NS(N0) in positions with 
equal B-values may be a problem for a few crossing 
points, which may however be overcome by reconnecting 
a few zeroth harmonic NS not employed at present. 

Results. The optimization procedure yielded a rather 
irregular pattern of lenses around the ring (Table 1). 
It is to be preferred to more conventional schemes 
(where lenses are positioned in opposite locations 
around the ring) if the system is intended to cover 
many resonances and their crossing points. Clearly a 
rearrangement of lenses may be envisaged at a later 
stage, for correcting a few stopbands more neatly. 

Compensation of structural stopband 3QV=16: Results 

Its features were investigatedg: i) on a 70 MeV 
flat top, ii) during the first 100 ms of the acceler- 
ation cycle. A low intensity sample beam with a 
space-charge detuning of 0.01 provides a clean probing 
of the stopband. For studying its dynamic behaviour, 
the Q-tuning supplies were programmed to cross 3Qv=16 
rapidly at time t, which was varied in steps of 10 ms. 
For each case optimum compensation was found with the 
help of an automated scanning procedure”. Results 
are summarized in Fig, 2 and Table 2. The following 
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Fig. 2 Strength and phase of 3Qv = 16 during first 
130 ms of cycle, derived from compensation settings. 

features emerge: i) large stopband widths (> 0.01 in 
ring 1, complete beam loss in 5 ms); ii) considerable 
ring-to-ring differences, with marked dynamic (anti- 
symmetric) behaviour of the outer rings 1 and 4; 
iii) 70 MeV flat top figures fit data found on the 
rising cycle after 30 ms, implying a negligible in- 
fluence of dB/dt on 3QV = 16. Also, even substantial 
closed orbit changes or Landau damping octupoles have 
little influence on this stopband: A(f161 < 0.005. 

“Vertical emittance puzzle” 

The speed of amplitude growth on a stopband de- 
pends on the initial emittance’. For 3Qv = 16, at PSB 
injection energy, and AQ the peak incoherent tune va- 
riation due to the synchrotron motion, the number of 
stopband traversals N after which a particle is likely 
to be blown up from ~~ to AV is 

N z 500 
i;aCG- 1j2 

E f16 
VI I 

BEAM LOSS (%I 
WHEN CROSSING 
3Qvc16 

I 
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1 40 60 60 
2 E, ;&ORE 

CROSSING 

(4) 

Fig. 3 Vertical emittance puzzle. cV at 50 MeV. 
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With non-perfect compensation (f16 # 0), fewer part- 
icles are expected to be lost for small EV; experi- 
mental data, however, appear to contradict this argu- 
ment. Beam loss on crossing 3QV = 16, as a function 
of $ before traversal, is plotted in Fig. 3: natural 
losses increase if cV is raised [as suggested by 
Eq. (4)], whereas residual losses go down, with the 
peculiar outcome that in order to achieve a useful 
degree of compensation, EV must be blown up, on pur- 
pose, right at injection. 
Beamscope’ ’ 

Beam profiles obtained by 
provide further evidence on this problem. 

Mechanisms possibly leading to this behaviour, but al- 
ready eliminated by experiments, are : i) correction 
changes with EV; ii) correction changes during cros- 
sing time; iii) coherent transverse instabilities 
(sextupolar breathing mode); iv) redistribution of 
particles during traversal; v) faulty correction 
lenses or Q-tuning supplies; vi) dynamics related to 
the synchrotron motion; vii) dynamics related to space- 
charge effects (the EV-puzzle holds for 2 x 10” up to 
6 X 10” pp ring). 

Even with ~~ very large, complete compensation of 
3QV = 16 has never been achieved so far. It is felt 
that a mechanism of a different kind acts, like per- 
haps the structural 6th order stopband 6QV = 32 gener- 
ated by imperfection intrinsic to quadrupoles. 

High dynamic working point 

The tunes are (QH, Qv) = (4.30, 5.45) at injec- 
tionl’, and are moved away from 3rd order stopbands as 
the Q-shift shrinks in the course of acceleration 
(Fig. 1). Programmed compensation of 3Qv = 16 (for 
100 ms), QH t 2Qv = 15(50 ms), 2QH + Qv = 14(20 ms) is 
required. The latter were studied on rising cycles, 
revealing that static compensation suffices during the 
time considered. 50 MeV stopband ckaracteristics and 
widths Ae = A(mQH + nQV - p), for EH = 33, 

EV = 20 71 Uradm, are presented in Table 2 (computed 
strengths7 are scaled from 800 to 50 MeV). Computed 
and measured data match fairly well in magnitude (ex- 
cept ring l), confirming that the former were a valu- 
able yard-stick for specifying the multipole system. 

Table 2: Stopband strengths f,d[10m3 Tm-%] and widths 
Ae[lO-33 at 50 MeV (c = computed, m = measured) 

3% = 16 QH + 24, = 15 2QH + Q,/ = 14 

lflc /flm *em IdIe /dim *em Iflc Iflm Aem 
- 

27 110 15.4 2.5 3 0.8 1.1 5.6 1.5 

7 35 4.9 5.4 9 2.5 3.0 3.8 1.0 

24 13 1.8 3.3 ~2 CO.5 4.7 13.0 3.4 

50 52 7.3 2.0 (2 CO.5 3.7 5.7 1.6 

2QHt QV=14 3Qy=16 

Q,=2Q, -15 

-- LV III>/U Iv.- 

Fig. 4 Effect of stopbands and their compensation with 
the “high” dynamic working point, Ring 2. a) Natural 
loss; b) QH + 2Qv = 15 compensated; c) 2-lens compensa- 
tion of 3QV = 16, thus fast loss on 2QH + QV = 14; 
d) 4-lens correction of 3Qv = 16, 2QH + QV = 14, plus b. 
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The single stopband data of 3Qv = 16 and+ 
29" + Qv = 14 yield f, and the four currents I provid- 
ing simultaneous+compensation are obtained by invert- 
ing Eq. (34; as f changes during acceleration for 

3Qv = 16, I is a function of time as well. The effect- 
iveness of this procedure is illustrated by Fig, 4, 
where a low-intensity beam follows the high dynamic 
working point in ring 2. 

High intensity performance 

A peak intensity of 1.7 x 1013 ppp has been ac- 
celerated so far on the high working point, compared 
to 1.8 x 1013 on the low one. In spite of this dif- 
ference, due to imcomplete compensation and/or the 
mechanism leading to the “EV-puzzle”, there is a 
marked increase in intensity passing through 
EV = 15 71 uradm, prior to ejection, as demonstrated 
in Fig. 5. It is premature to set up the high work- 
ing point in routine operation, but investigations 
towards mastering in particular the “cv-puzzle” are 
given high priority, as i) the new linac is likely to 
deliver even brighter beams; ii) i production implies 
vertical adding of 2 x 2 PSB beams at transfer to the 
PS13, a technique demanding small vertical beam size 
because of the limited PS acceptance; iii) the ISR 
luminosity may profit from denser beams. 

+ Target plunging near 800 MeV 

Fig. 5 Increase of vertical beam density on the high 
working point b) as compared to the low one a), 
Target fork width E$ = 13 71 pradm. 
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